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Precise density effect
Introduction

Introduction

PDG:

“As the particle energy increases, its electric field flattens and extends, so that the
distant-collision contribution to Eq. (33.5) increases as lnβγ. However, real media
become polarized, limiting the field extension. . . ”
Relevant for βγ & 1

i.e. kinetic energies: electrons & 0.2MeV, muons 40MeV, protons 400MeV
Tricky to compute for βγ . 8

. 30MeV (e), 700MeV (µ), 6 GeV (p)

At βγ & 8, δ is well approximated by a simple form (such that “the mean excitation
energy I is replaced by the plasma energy ~ωp.”)
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Precise density effect
Theory

Sternheimer 1952

R. M. Sternheimer. The density effect for ionization loss in materials.
Phys. Rev., 88:851–859, 1952.

Generalized Fermi’s 1940 model to any number of oscillators

Each “oscillator” is an atomic subshell, e.g. one for hydrogen and helium, three for
carbon, etc.

Some ambiguities about conduction electrons, electrons in molecular orbitals, etc.
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Precise density effect
Theory

Sternheimer 1984

R. M. Sternheimer, M. J. Berger, and S. M. Seltzer.
Density effect for the ionization loss of charged particles in various substances.
Atom. Data Nucl. Data Tabl., 30:261, 1984.
Refines treatment

Lorentz-Lorenz correction
Don’t assume effect goes to zero in metals at low βγ
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Precise density effect
Theory

Sternheimer method

Sternheimer 1952 and 1984 give method
for determining “exact” density effect

I will call it “exact”, but it relies on
several approximations, primarily:

Substances are made of isolated atoms
with discrete energy levels
Only distant collisions contribute to
dE/dx
Effective oscillator frequencies are
subshell energies scaled up to match
mean ionization energy

Computationally difficult without
electronic computers

Have to solve (to good precision) a
n-degree polynomial where n is the
number of oscillators

Inputs:
Mean ionization energy, I
ν̄i: “oscillator frequency” = effective
ionization energies (modulo h)
fi: “oscillator strength” = fraction of
electrons with ν̄i
Obtain from tables (G4AtomicShells)
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Precise density effect
Theory

Sternheimer approximation

Because of difficulty of solving for δ, Sternheimer 1952 provides an approximation:
Below some value δ is zero
Then it’s curved upwards as a function of log(p)
Then straight as a function of log(p)

Values for m, a and the cut-offs x0 and x1 are given for several substances
Any reference to {m,a, x0, x1, C} means the approximation is in use
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Precise density effect
Theory

Development of the approximation

R. M. Sternheimer and R. F. Peierls.
General expression for the density effect
for the ionization loss of charged
particles. Phys. Rev., B3:3681–3692,
1971.
Confusingly, “general expression” means “further approximation”

Method for finding rough values of the {m,a, x0, x1, C} if computation to find good
values for them hasn’t been done
This is doubly approximate relative to the “exact” method

Besides refining the exact method, Sternheimer 1984 also tabulates parameter values
for the approximation for many substances

Geant4 uses these if a substance is tabulated, e.g. iron
Otherwise, “general expression” is used, no matter how similar it is to a tabulated
material, e.g. steel (98% iron)
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Precise density effect
The patch

Implementation of exact form in Geant4

Not computationally difficult on a modern computer

My patch has been submitted as “Problem” 2121
Patch is 813 lines
Lots of comments, some boilerplate: Only about 300 lines of new code
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Precise density effect
The patch

Outline of implementation

Implementation of Sternheimer 1984, § “Numerical Evaluation of the Density Effect”
Ignoring the following sections, “Fitting Formula”, etc., which are about approximation

User specifies if material is a conductor:
GetMaterialPropertiesTable()
->AddConstProperty("conductor", 1)

Materials are insulators by default

First, solve Eq. (8) to find scaling factor ρ
in SetupFermiDeltaCalc()

Numeric, Newton’s method
Evaluated once during initialization, no
heavy lift per step

Uses tabulated mean ionization energy, I
Can have no solution if user gives very
high density for which I-value is invalid

e.g. hydrogen at 10 g/cc
Print detailed warning, fall back to
approximation
Approximation won’t be good either!
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Precise density effect
The patch

Outline of implementation, continued

Using ρ, solve Eq. (2) to find l, again with Newton’s
method

Evaluated once per energy bin in Range table, no heavy
lift per step
Possible, in principle, for this to fail, but I haven’t seen it
Print warning and fall back to approximation if it does

With l in hand, evaluate Eq. (1) to find δ

Check value of δ against that gotten from the
parameterized approximation

If they differ by more than 1.0, print warning and use
approximation
However, if approximation is negative (unphysical), always
use exact form. Can happen for substances with extremely
low density, e.g. NOvA’s “vacuum” with 10−25 g/cc.
I have not found a case where this fall back is used
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Precise density effect
Examples

Example: Aluminum
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Shows difference between
results for exact form and
tabulated approximation

And between exact form and
“general expression” (e.g.
99.99% aluminum)

In terms of dE/dx:

δ contributes via Kz2 Z
A

1
β2

δ
2

Typically, 1 unit of δ translates
to ∼0.07MeV/g cm2, or ∼5%
Pure Al, exact form is 0.3%
improvement (at max
deviation)

Impure Al, exact form is 1.1%
improvement
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Precise density effect
Examples

Example: paraffin wax
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Exact form is 0.3%
improvement for exactly
paraffin wax

1.0% improvement for similar
hydrocarbons
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Precise density effect
Examples

Example: iron
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Pure iron: 1984 approximation
is quite close to the exact
solution

Impure iron (say, steel): 1971
approximation, up to 1.3% off
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Precise density effect
Examples

Example: liquid argon
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Liquid argon is not tabulated
by Sternheimer 1984

Up to ∼ 0.6% deviation in
dE/dx from 1971
double-approximation

Notice how the density effect
doesn’t set in until x = 0.5
(250MeV for muons)

That’s because argon doesn’t
have any weakly bound
electrons
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Precise density effect
Dielectric function

Dielectric response

Using this Sternheimer “exact” form is certainly an improvement

But is it close enough to physical truth for the difference to matter?

ICRU 37: the “most accurate method of evaluating the density-effect correction is to
use semi-empirical dielectric-response functions”, but “Reliable and complete [ones ...]
are scarce”

With dielectric-response functions, don’t have to assume isolated atoms, no sharp
insulator/conductor divide, etc.

As far as I know, data is only available for water, aluminum and silicon
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Precise density effect
Dielectric function

Ashley 1982

Using “limited data” on ε(iy) available for water, evaluated more exact form:

δ =
2

ω2
p

∫ l

0

[1− 1/ε(iy)]ydy − (l/ωp)
2(1− β2)
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Precise density effect
Dielectric function

Example: Water
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Compared to dielectric
treatment, Sternheimer “exact”
is off by up to ∼ 0.5%

±0.2% from digitizing an
old plot

Sternheimer tabulated
approximation also ∼ 0.5%

1971 “general expression” (used
for impure water) ∼ 1.0%
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Precise density effect
Dielectric function

Comparison to dielectric treatment for aluminum, silicon

Similar effort for aluminum, with better data and better plots:

Max deviation in δ between Sternheimer “exact”, dielectric: 0.03 (0.15% in dE/dx)
Max deviation between Sternheimer “exact” and tabulated approximation is 0.061
And from tabulated approximation to “general expression”, 0.2

Silicon: Bichsel, Rev.Mod.Phys. 60, 663 (1998): max deviation 0.06 (0.3% in dE/dx)
Between Sternheimer “exact”, tabulated approximation: 0.059
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Precise density effect
Conclusions

Conclusions

This patch implements the calculation from which the parameterized approximation
Geant4 has been using derives

Confident that moving from Sternheimer “general expression” to exact form is an
improvement

This is what the patch does for most materials

Moving from approximation with 1984 tabulated parameters to exact form is certainly
an improvement, but may or may not be significant

Only relevant to pure elements, a few selected compounds and mixtures

Avoids sudden change in behavior when user switches a tabulated material for a
nearly-identical untabulated one

No significant change to CPU usage

Patch already used by NOvA to obtain improved dE/dx in steel by up to 1.3%
Important because this difference cannot be calibrated out in a neutrino experiment
Same will be true for DUNE at the level of 0.6%
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Precise density effect
Backup

Backups
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Precise density effect
Backup

Dielectric-function

More detail on Ashley 1982

Had to digitize plots for this, and the two plots in Ashley disagreed by up to 0.05
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Precise density effect
Backup

“Exact” approximations

Other Approximations

Later amended to subshells, but that’s
still an approximation: atoms are not
isolated

Assumption that it makes sense to scale
them all up uniformly

Totally ad hoc as far as I know
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Precise density effect
Backup

“Exact” approximations

Other Approximations

No treatment of the case when the
ionization is at a small impact
parameter

Minority of interactions
∼No screening when particle passes
through atom being ionized?
Not sure what the size of this
approximation is

Don’t know what the effect of the
Bessel function approximation is
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Precise density effect
Backup

Trouble with “exact” form

Back to Paraffin Wax. . . “Exact”

For non-conductors, “exact” form and
approximations crash land at δ = 0

I think this is mostly because the theory
treats all electrons as being bound in
free atoms

Paraffin: four classes with energies
{11.26, 16.59, 288} eV (C) and
13.6 eV (H)

Really there are a large number of more
weakly bound molecular states, and
some electrons in the conduction band
(at finite temperature(?))

Applies to anything except an
arbitrarily rarefied gas, for which δ = 0
anyway
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Precise density effect
Backup

Trouble with “exact” form

“Exact”

If I move 0.5 of an electron to a
zero-energy conducting band, δ stays
positive down to p/m ≈ 10−6 (but then
still breaks down there)
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Precise density effect
Backup

NOvA

Effect on muon range in NOvA Muon Catcher
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Get 1971 approximation for
impure iron (steel-like)

Get 1984 approximation for
pure iron

Geant4 is ∼ 0.3% high of
Groom (another evaluation of
1984 approximation) for
unknown reasons

1.0% off the best estimate
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Precise density effect
Backup

Impact on DUNE

Effect on muon range in DUNE
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Up to 0.5% error if we were to
use exact treatment
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Precise density effect
Backup

Impact on DUNE

Total range uncertainty in DUNE

dE/dx is uncertain through the mean excitation energy I and the density effect
Mean excitation energy error adopted by ICRU is 188± 10 eV
But only been measured in gas. Looking at few examples of substances measured in
both liquid & gas, estimate 5% additional error for phase change
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Error on range is 0.6% across energies relevant to DUNE νµ
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Precise density effect
Backup

Impact on DUNE

Is that big?

In last NOvA analysis, took 0.9% error on muon range fully correlated ND/FD, and
0.27% uncorrelated

Fully correl’d ⇒ ±0.010× 10−3 eV2 in ∆m2
32, ±0.0031 in sin2θ23

Uncorrelated ⇒ ±0.0015× 10−3 eV2 in ∆m2
32, ±0.0016 in sin2θ23

We’re looking at 0.6% uncorrelated error from LAr alone (more later) plus a smaller
(0.2%??) correlated error

⇒ Very rough estimation (equating NOvA and DUNE) ±0.004× 10−3 eV2 in ∆m2
32,

±0.004 in sin2θ23

DUNE sensitivity claims (CDR, Nu2018 talk):

∆m2
32: ±0.004× 10−3 eV2

sin2θ23: can be as good as ±0.002 (depending on values of various oscillation
parameters)

Potential to be a leading error impacting ∆m2
32 and max-mixing discrimination

Obviously needs a study using DUNE sensitivities
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